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‘We want artists in industrial relationship. We want masters in industrial method – both from a
standpoint of the producer and the product. We want those who can mould the political, social,
industrial and moral mass into a sound and shapely whole. We have limited the creative faculty too
much and have used it for too trivial ends. We want men who can create the working design for all
that is right and good and desirable in our life.’
Henry Ford1
The notion of technology in the modern sense of the word is rooted in the Enlightenment. By
exploring nature and natural science a new kind of logic was created that shed new light on the
relationship between material, which was used to create artefacts such as buildings, and the form
to which these artefacts were shaped. The more man mastered material the more he was able to
develop the products he desired, to an ever greater extent and in ever larger quantities.
Understanding this relationship lies at the core of the concept of the industrial society and the role
of technology therein. Technology, therefore, represents the balance between man and matter.2
In turn, industry generated evolution, pushing material properties to their limits and requiring new
materials, composites and eventually synthetics to be developed. Industry spawned its own version
of nature which was surveyed and calculated by engineers, and later, as far as the building
industry was concerned, by architects. By solving existing problems with technology, technology
created new demands that needed to be responded to; for example the introduction of early largespan structures created a demand for even larger spans.
In economic terms, industrialization required the production of quantity, for which adequate
management was needed. Researchers like the Americans Frederick Taylor (1856-1915) and Frank
Gilbreth (1868-1924) recognized that the relation between quantity and quality is ruled by time.
These observations were transformed into the theory of Taylorism on scientific management for
industry.3
Mass manufacturing required the rapid production and mobility of goods and products, distribution
and, consequently, time planning. But because markets can change, the industrial infrastructure
had either to be adaptable or short-lived. The notion of time became ever more prominent, and the
balance between lifespan and life expectancy became increasingly relevant.
Industrial materials Industrialization allowed for the affordable production of materials like iron,
later steel, and glass, which were soon used for the mass production of consumer goods. In the
19th century these materials began to be used for the construction of buildings by engineers and
architects like Horta, Berlage, Guimard, Le Baron Jenny, Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright.
Armed with an understanding of the tensile strength of steel and the compressive strength of
concrete, reinforced concrete was developed into one of the most universal and versatile materials
in building construction. More than any other material, reinforced concrete became emblematic of
the architecture of the Modern Movement – first in structural frames and still mainly plastered to
hide the uneven surface, later as an exposed material appreciated for its particular texture and
surface qualities.
Modern building materials were initially used in a hybrid form, in combination with stone, brick and
timber, before eventually replacing the latter to a large extent as structural materials in modern
architecture. The range of industrial materials was gradually extended by various metals, alloys,
composites and synthetics. Particularly after the Second World War, many new materials that had
been developed by the war industry became available to the building industry, most notably
aluminium.4
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Spiritual economy The determination to address contemporary social needs by exploiting new
materials and constructional techniques lies at the core of the origins and development of the
Modern Movement. Although the new aesthetics was partly derived from artistic movements like
Cubism and De Stijl, as well as the imagery of cars, aircraft and ocean liners, a key factor was the
idealized role attributed to technology5 which, in the early period at least, was often well in
advance of the realities of building construction.
Jan Duiker (1890-1935), the famous spokesman of the Dutch architectural avant-garde, relied on
the principle of ‘spiritual economy’ which, as he wrote in 1932, ‘leads to the ultimate construction,
depending on the applied material, and develops towards the immaterial, the spiritual’.6 The
combination of an artist’s inspiration and an engineer’s knowledge spawned an ‘engineer’s art’,
which he compared to the lucid construction of mediaeval cathedrals, the brilliant composition of
Bach’s fugues7 and the ‘horrifying magnitude’ of Einstein’s theories.8 The principle of ‘spiritual
economy’ thus involved the efficient employment of material properties and construction
capacities, scientific and technological developments, and human resources, pairing social
responsibility with functional criteria.
Consequently, rather than designing the icons for the ruling classes and religious institutions,
engineers and architects were increasingly challenged to design ordinary buildings9 such as railway
stations, housing, schools, medicare centres and factories, to respond to the needs of ordinary
people.
Functional or rational? Due to the increasing prominence of time as a factor in decision-making,
the building industry also underwent great changes even in the 19th century. The limited range of
building typologies dating from earlier ages accommodated a variety of functions and appeared
quite easily adaptable for other uses. Therefore, they had a long functional lifespan, and the
technical life expectancy was accordingly great.
With the Industrial Revolution, the programmes for buildings became more diverse and specific, as
did the buildings themselves. As the time-span for use changed as well, time and transitoriness
ultimately became important issues in architecture. In the 1910s and ’20s, architects
acknowledged a direct link between the design, the technical lifespan of a building and user
requirements over time.10 Ultimately, this leads either to a transitory architecture or an adaptable
one.
A stunning example of such reasoning is Jan Duiker’s 1926-31 Zonnestraal sanatorium in
Hilversum. In functional terms the lifespan of the sanatorium buildings was limited, since
tuberculosis was hoped to be exterminated within thirty to forty years. The technical life
expectancy was chosen accordingly, which allowed the building to be constructed for a very limited
budget.11 As a result, today, thirty years overdue, it is falling apart.
The changeability and manageability of the 1925-31 Van Nelle factories in Rotterdam, on the other
hand, allows for a long functional lifespan, and the buildings have been constructed with a long
technical life expectancy in mind. Adolf Behne’s influential manuscript Der Moderne Zweckbau of
192312 gives us to understand that the theory of scientific management was tried out here in the
building industry.
His book distinguishes a ‘functionalist’ and a ‘rationalist’ approach in architecture. Functional
planning departed from the brief and involved the careful design of individual spaces for each
particular function, with specific dimensions and performance characteristics, organically producing
a ‘tailor-made’ suit. ‘When the parts of a building are arranged according to a sense of their use …
a cramped, material, stable equilibrium (symmetry) gives way to a new, bolder equilibrium,
delicately balanced in broad tensions (polarity) that correspond better to our essence … And then
through this suitability to function, a building achieves a much broader and better inner unity: it
becomes more organic by abandoning the old conventions and formalisms of representation.’13 This
approach is ruled by a sense of short-term economy. As form follows function quite precisely, it is
appropriate to structures that serve a relatively static use, such as single-family housing, but it
applies as well to Duiker’s original sanatorium due to its limited life expectancy.
Behne was well aware of the limits to this strategy: ‘Functionalist deliberations are correct so long
as they concern a specific matter, and they go wrong as soon as things have to fit together.’14 The
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antithesis of the ‘functionalist’ is the ‘ossified formalist’, the consistent ‘rationalist’, in his search for
objectivity. ‘Just as striving to dehumanize buildings, to eliminate the element of will, actually
brings the functionalists to humanization, so the rationalists are led by a conscious emphasis of
human will to objectivity and Sachlichkeit,’ concludes Behne.15
Le Corbusier took a rationalist position by promoting an abstract geometry: ‘The more human
creations move away from direct contact, the more strongly they incline to pure geometry. A violin
or a car that touches our body has a low degree of geometrical rigour, but a city is pure
geometry.’16
Rational planning thus involved a neutral multifunctional layout which could be partitioned
according to functional requirements even during construction.17 It allowed for future adaptation
depending on the functional lifespan of the initial solution and was eminently suitable for buildings
that are subject to frequent change such as schools and factories. Also at Van Nelle, the architects’
rational approach departs from flexible solutions to respond to general insights, so as to allow
unforeseen functional change in the future. Dimensioned to resist occasional overloading, the
structure was easily changeable and manageable.
Structural frames Inspired by American examples and the industrial buildings designed by
innovative engineers, modern architecture followed a rigorous distinction between loadbearing
structural frames and infill. Buildings were liberated from the inhibiting constraints of traditional
masonry loadbearing construction by the introduction of structural frames in modern industrial
materials like iron, steel and reinforced concrete, allowing new freedoms in planning, daylighting
and architectural expression.
Although common practice in America, where the balloon frame was a regular feature of domestic
construction, timber structural frames were less used in modern construction in Europe.18 The
1920s standardized mass production of prefab timber elements for housing construction by the
German company Christoph und Unmack, devised by Konrad Wachsmann (1901-1980),19 remained
an exception.
The American engineering innovation in steel structures, together with Elisha Otis’s (1811-1861)
invention of the elevator in 1852, boosted the development of high-rise structures. The creation of
the modern skyscraper fuelled the idea of new social structures and collectivity.20 In Europe, the
use of steel was widely promoted by the 1898 Eiffel Tower – probably not the most refined steel
structure when compared to such designs as Vladimir Shukhov’s (1853-1939) extremely light and
elegant glass roof for the gum department store21 in Moscow of 1889-93.
The concrete structural frame of Auguste Perret’s rue Franklin flats in Paris of 1903 heralded one of
the most important features in the architecture of the 20th century. His idea paved the way for the
plan libre, a conception that developed into a major principle and a prime expressive quality of
modern architecture in the hands of his one-time apprentice Le Corbusier.22
Trained in matters of economy, some engineers23 of the late 19th and early 20th centuries were
ahead of the architects as far as modern construction technology was concerned. First Paxton and
Eiffel, then Maillart, Torroja, Freyssinet and later Candela and Nervi created outstanding and
original structures as designers in their own right. Some building engineers designed structures
which anticipated Le Corbusier’s theoretical writings even before these were widely published. For
instance, the Dutch engineer Jan Gerko Wiebenga (1886-1974) designed his remarkably modern
Technical School in Groningen as early as 1922, with a full concrete structural frame, light infills
and steel-framed windows arranged in horizontal bands.24 It was still five years before Le Corbusier
canonized the free plan with his ‘five points of a new architecture’,25 and just four years before
Duiker invited Wiebenga to help him work on the sanatorium project and before the architects Jan
Brinkman (1902-1949) and Leen van der Vlugt (1894-1936) involved him as a structural
consultant for the Van Nelle factories. After a three-year working experience in the usa, he
introduced the idea of the mushroom column for Van Nelle,26 while at Zonnestraal the technical
elaboration of the project and the functional choice of finishes depended heavily on his expertise.
Similarly, many other consulting engineers have been catalysts for the development of modern
technology and greatly assisted the architectural avant-garde to realize its visions.
The structural frame became almost a precondition for the spatial concepts to accommodate
modern life. The concrete frame was celebrated as new, versatile and liberating, but also as
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efficient, hygienic and fireproof. Despite the long-term practical experience of structural engineers
with this ‘miracle material’ in civil engineering, concrete was still experimental in its architectural
applications.27 The idea that reinforced concrete would withstand the ravages of time and requires
no maintenance has proved to be a myth, and today, historical concrete structures are a prime
concern for the preservation professions.
Infills The visual impact of Modern Movement architecture largely depended upon the impression
of lightness, thinness and the minimalist aesthetic attainable in reinforced concrete.28
By abandoning the loadbearing function the infills could be designed to be very light and
‘monofunctional’, precisely attuned to specific performance requirements in terms of functionality
and building physics, such as daylighting and ventilation. This ‘differentiation’, particularly suitable
for outer walls, was promoted by ciam, among other things through their 1939 international inquiry
into ‘functional outer walls’.29
Wiebenga, in 1926, rallied as well against the traditional usage of brick cavity walls for nonloadbearing facades and advocated a construction of metal laths supported by wooden or metal
posts, plastered on both sides.30 It is almost exactly according to this description that the infills at
Zonnestraal were constructed in 1927-1928, producing a seamlessly plastered, pristine white
image.
Yet by pushing material properties to their limits, buildings were designed with an extreme
sensitivity as to building physics, notably with respect to thermal aspects and condensation. In
search of formal clarity, Modern Movement architecture tends to lack surface relief and
conventional details such as copings, sills, drips and overhangs. This often creates a weathering
problem which, as modern buildings generally weather inelegantly, compromises the desired
pristine character. In other words, we are disturbed by something that we generally appreciate in
classic ‘monuments’.31
The Dutch architect J.B. van Loghem (1881-1940) claimed that ‘it is no coincidence that for the
new structures, if not constructed as transparent masses, solid materials are chosen that are
pristine white. This goes along with a seamless appearance. … The white plaster, enamel or tile
work … are an interpretation of a desire for clarity and purity of expression, whereas the tension
and tautness are expressed best by a smooth finish. … The whiteness is also explained as a means
of reducing – at least for the eye and feeling – the remaining heaviness which is still preserved by
the structural form, to the utmost. … Probably a more pure technology will allow for an even more
lucid and sophisticated appearance of buildings, so that the still strongly pronounced white can be
partly done away with.’32
Related to the idea of varied lifespans was the introduction of prefabrication for building
components, since it allowed the easy replacement of deteriorated or malfunctioning parts, as well
as later adaptation to respond to functional change.33
The curtain wall became a characteristic feature of Modern Movement architecture, particularly in
post-war ‘corporate modernism’. As a non-structural enclosure making use of the loadbearing
capacity of a structural frame, the early curtain wall consisted of a light, uninsulated, single-seal
stick system comprising vertical mullions, horizontal rails, spandrel panels and window units
assembled on site. More sophisticated versions, like the facade of the Van Nelle factories, involved
complete storey-high units.
The concept of the curtain wall is eminently suitable for the prefabrication of standardized parts,
related as this is to the ideals of mass production and the introduction of scientific management to
the building industry. The introduction of the structural steel frame for high-rises in the mid-1890s
in the us sparked a demand for industrially produced, light and transportable building parts,
particularly for facade panels, for which new materials34 like terracotta (1890s),35 plate glass
(1910s), stainless steel (1920s),36 fibreboards (e.g. Masonite) and plastic laminates such as
Formica (1930s), thin stone veneer and glass block (1940s), aluminium37 and spandrel glass
(1950s)38 were tried. Also instrumental to the development of the contemporary, post-war curtain
wall was the development of modern sealants in the 1950s.39
A similar drive for new materials was witnessed in the interior of buildings where linoleum (1860s),
rubber and cork tile (1890s) and vinyl floorings (1930s) were introduced, followed by gypsum
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board, plywood, plastic laminates and acoustic panels such as Celotex (1930s) and fibre reinforced
plastics (1940s).
Standardization and the building process A fundamental debate within the Modern Movement
as to whether standardization should lead to a simplification of forms reached a pinnacle at the first
ciam meeting in La Sarraz in 1928.40 Le Corbusier proposed using geometry to make standardized
products more universally applicable, thereby increasing the economic viability of the idea. The
German architect Hugo Häring accused him of formalizing the Modern Movement, and supported an
individual and specific approach in response to each particular demands that would lead to more
organic forms.
The ideal of the dry assembly of standardized, prefabricated building parts also brought
fundamental changes to the construction site. The modern construction worker had little in
common with the traditional craftsman, instead resembling the contemporary factory worker. The
full-scale application of Taylorism drastically reduced the construction time of buildings. A
spectacular demonstration of the modern building process was the construction of William F.
Lambs’s Empire State Building in New York of 1929-31: ‘a dream well-planned’,41 involving the
minute organization of well-timed supply and on-site management of building materials and parts,
a precise division of tasks between the mostly untrained workers and the erection of a complete
skyscraper in just eighteen months.42 At the same time, on-site labour conditions were initially
poor and not sufficiently suitable for modern construction processes, causing frequent accidents
and injuries.
In physical terms, industrialization brought urbanization, creating a demand for economic housing
in massive quantities, often realized in designated areas such as city extensions.43 Eventually, the
drive for standardization and rapid construction of housing in particular sparked the development of
(largely) prefabricated houses, initially concrete block or panel structures and later metal-panelled
‘prefabs’, such as Gropius’s corrugated copper-panelled houses at Finow in 1931, Kocher and Frey’s
all-aluminium Aluminaire of 1931, the aluminium-panelled housing in the uk of 1945-50 and the
enamelled steel-panelled American Lustron Homes of 1947-50.44
Master designers like Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983) were inspired by the idea of mass production
of housing as a means of fulfilling the individual and changing needs of consumers. In 1945 he
regenerated an earlier 1928 patent into the fully relocatable Dymaxion House, marketed as a do-ityourself kit, though in the end it was never produced commercially.45
Van Nelle The factories (there are in fact three on site) of the Van Nelle Company are amongst the
most remarkable and influential examples of Modern Movement architecture worldwide,46 and as
prominent examples of the decisive influence of technology and spiritual economy on the
development of modern architecture they deserve a broader assessment here. Like no other
building, the ensemble represents the spirit of the Machine Age, to which the concept of economy
was instrumental. Remarkably, the project was appreciated by avant-gardists as well as
conservative traditionalists for the successful demonstration of the new architectural means of
expression it held.47 Designed by Brinkman & Van der Vlugt between 1925 and 1930, the factories
also represent the enlightened spirit of enterprise that resulted from the Weltanschauung of the
client, Kees van der Leeuw.48
Young Van der Leeuw (1890-1973) had become fascinated with the ideas of scientific
management, Taylorism and marketing during his first trip to America in 1911. He was an
enterprising organizer, and a practical man with few extant writings to his name. He was
particularly interested in socio-economic theories (both the socialist and the ‘enlightened’ capitalist
views of the likes of Henry Ford and Walter Rathenau) but also in psychology, psychiatry and
oriental occultism. In 1912, he became a member, later Secretary, of the Order of the Star in the
East, a Theosophical movement.49 The members of the Order saw the young Indian Krishnamurti
(1897-1986) as the new ‘world teacher’ on the eve of a fundamental religious and cultural
regeneration of humanity. At the time when Van der Leeuw started considering the construction of
a new plant, in 1914, Theosophy was very close to Freemasonry, which attributes an important
symbolic meaning to the notion of construction.
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For Van der Leeuw, the Order has been an important source of inspiration in terms of social
consciousness on the one hand and the conception of the factory on the other. Krishnamurti’s ideas
about the purification of the inner self can be related to Van der Leeuw’s demand that the
appearance of the factories should reflect the functional requirements met in the interior. Light
constitutes another link between the factory building and the ideology of Theosophy, in which
daylight has a particular symbolic meaning.50
Around 1925, when the eventual layout of the plant was conceived, Krishnamurti adapted his
doctrines and proclaimed liberation through modern science and technology, and the abstract arts.
At that time, Van der Leeuw visited the Bauhaus regularly and was attracted by Gropius’s ideas:
‘What we can clearly see is the idea of the present world, what we can’t see yet is the form. The
old dualistic world view, the “I” opposed to the Universe, is disappearing. It is being replaced by a
new world order dissolving all contrastive forces.’51 The implementation of new achievements like
modern technology and rational planning would finally result in a mystical moment of dissolution of
subject and object,52 something that is again reflected in the spiritual references used by Duiker in
1932.
During a second trip to America in 1926, Van der Leeuw focused on the processes to be
accommodated by the new factories rather than the buildings themselves, including the social
aspects of industrial society, and the position of women in particular.53 Earlier, he had become a
member (later chairman) of the iri, the International Industrial Relations Institute, which was
primarily concerned with industrial efficiency.54
The American inspiration later resonated also in the numerous features of the factories imported
from the us via the Van Nelle Company’s tobacco shipments from Kentucky, including a windowcleaning system,55 aeroshade sunblinds, suspended toilet bowls56 which were celebrated for their
hygiene, enamelled washbasins and the self-closing doors of the services shafts.
From product to process The site at the outskirts of the city was chosen for its accessibility for
riverboats and rail and road traffic plus the availability of workers’ housing in the new Spangen
neighbourhood, but also for its strategic location for advertising purposes. The site adjoined the
busiest rail track of the country, and one of the first things to be put up was a huge advertising
sign.57 The brief for the buildings was later summarized by the company director as follows:58
•
the appearance of the factory must be the consequence of the requirements for the
interior;
•
the design must respond as much to human demands as to mechanical ones;
•
additional costs for finishes can be considered legitimate, even without evident
advantages.
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The 1926 masterplan involved an extendable structure for a modern and transparent working
environment in green space, modelled after the American ‘daylight factory’. The plant is arranged
round a factory street with the long rectangular factory buildings to the west and a strip of
warehouses, dispatch buildings, boilerhouse and mechanics’ department planned to the east,
between the street and the canal. A curved office building was planned at the south end of the
factories. Overhead conveyor belts ran through glazed gangways over the factory street to connect
the various buildings.
Additional storage facilities could later be built to the east, while the factories could be extended
westward where, for the time being, a soccer field and other sports facilities were located. To Van
der Leeuw and the architects, the design and building process was almost as important as the
result, and this process of continuous change was minutely documented by photos and films.59 In
1931, the economic situation forced the company to halt further construction, despite the arbitrary
stage of development reached by the complex of buildings.
The masterplan served as a blueprint for future developments and was continually adjusted to
respond to new insights. This can still be appreciated, for instance, from the brackets that project
from the factory stairwells to carry gangways across to the planned elevator towers between the
series of dispatch buildings. By 1931, only the middle dispatch building opposite the coffee factory
had been constructed. To reach it, the two gangways from the tobacco factory had to be projected
diagonally, and the brackets remained unused. It is remarkable how such unplanned decisions
have produced some of the most canonical images of the Van Nelle buildings.
Indeed, the factories’ scheme is ruled by ‘spiritual economy’. Governed by gravity, the products
moved down floor by floor with each stage of processing. The decrease in height of the three
factories, for tobacco, coffee and tea respectively, is therefore explained from the number of
processing stages for each of these products. The layout reads as if the production processes were
directly transformed into material, as if the buildings are nothing more than industrial activity
enclosed by a membrane of glass and steel; if not a machine à habiter then surely a machine à
travailler.
To Van der Leeuw, the company’s social commitment was part of the same agenda. This can be
read from the great care given to the working conditions inside, the washrooms and showers
(which were still missing from workers’ houses at the time), the sports facilities, the garden, the
canteen and the library to unwind after work. Like some of their contemporaries, the architects
adhered to the idea that daylight, fresh air, free space and greenery were preconditions for a
healthy existence. These social aspirations blended well with the commercial considerations of the
client – Taylorism and efficiency – as well as with his spiritual inspiration in Theosophy. Soon after
completion of the provisional ‘final’ stage of construction, Van der Leeuw left for Vienna to study
medicine and psychiatry under Freud and Adler.
Amalgamation of innovations The unique and brief overlap of 19th-century building tradition
with new and progressive technological developments makes Van Nelle a typical product of the
1920s. Most of its technological innovations had proved their merits elsewhere, but the many new
insights and ambitions that converged in the project made the Van Nelle factory complex an
interesting amalgamation of modern inventions, starting from its foundations.60 Similarly, these
innovative ideas had not been brought in by one particular person, but had rather been attracted
from different sources by the ambitions of the Van Nelle board to create a truly new and unlimited
industrious environment. In every sense, Van Nelle constitutes a nucleus for an uninhibited
modernity.61
Studies had been performed to conclude that a depth of about 19 metres would ensure sufficient
daylighting. This explains the 230-metre-long linear layout and the expanses of glazing that were
also intended to serve the firm’s corporate identity. The adopted 5 x 5.70 metre grid of columns
served the production lines but, remarkably, anticipated changes to ‘another purpose’ for the
buildings in the future.62
The architects had planned the highest tie-beams perpendicular to the facade so as to maximize
daylighting but Wiebenga – whose ideas about economy were more financially driven – argued that
tie-beams over the shorter span would save construction height and would still allow good daylight
qualities. Just a day later, he reconsidered and proposed a beamless mushroom floor that saved up
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to half a metre of construction height per floor and would bring ideal daylighting conditions. Rather
than the obvious constructional advantages Wiebenga stressed the benefits for the production
process, the savings in internal transport, work time and so on. His Taylorist reasoning coincided
with the views of the client, who finally adopted his proposal.63
Moving up through the building the column diameter is reduced every two floors. The complicated
carpentry for the formwork was not uneconomical at a time when labour was cheaper than
material. As power tools were not yet available, the concrete structure features steel rails
concreted in at four sides of the columns and steel dowels in a 1 x 1 metre square grid in the
floors, to allow for flexibility in fixing machinery, conveyors and ducts.64
As the columns are set about one metre from the floor perimeter, a moment reduction in the floor
slabs again saves material. Pipes and conveyors run between the columns and the facade to leave
the work floor free of obstacles.
The aluminium-painted curtain wall of storey-high steel fronts65 runs in front of the floors smoothly
and uninterrupted over the full height of the buildings, bolted to the same steel rails integrated
along the perimeter of the concrete floors. The facade proportions are entirely based on 1 x 0.5
metre standard glass panels as used in Holland’s green houses which were therefore cheap and
readily available. American sunblinds composed of aluminium painted wooden slats controlled solar
gain.
In the design of the buildings the architects adopted an abstract, transparent architecture. It is
primarily due to their immense scale that the buildings appear stout and robust. In fact, the glassenclosed volumes are characterized by the absence of material rather than its presence, fragile like
soap bubbles that might burst if the balance between content and surface tension were disturbed.
The apparent simplicity of the details demonstrates the idea of immaterialization, producing a
universal aesthetic, enhanced by the seeming colourlessness of the exterior – in fact reflecting the
colours of the at times dramatic Dutch sky and the surroundings.
On the other hand some of the interiors appeared surprisingly colourful, with yellow ochre and dark
red floors in the factories, and ultramarine rubber flooring, aquamarine and beige tiles, volatile
turquoise, light green and mellow yellow walls in the office building, next to bright red and blue,
white, grey and black, polished chrome and matt aluminium. Still the use of colour remains
restrained and lucid, enhancing the overall impression of lightness. Despite our connotation with
coolness on seeing the aluminium and white volume, the natural colours of the factory floors reflect
the daylight, creating a warm and humane interior atmosphere.
The machine aesthetics of the conveyors moving through the gangways and the transparent
facades of the boilerhouse and control rooms revealing switchboards and steaming machines,
created a stunning image of the dynamics of the Machine Age.
Epilogue Despite its rational planning and intended absence of specificity, the Van Nelle factories
became obsolete in the late 1980s, mainly due to the general change from vertical, gravitygoverned production lines to the horizontal arrangement of the modern post-war factory. In 1995,
the foods company that owned the plant decided to put the buildings out of use and to abandon
the premises in 1998.
To find a new and appropriate use has been a prime concern of the authorities and cultural lobby
groups since the owner’s first announcement.66 Interestingly, their search for an alternative use
can best be described by paraphrasing Gropius, as ‘what we can clearly see is the form of the
present building, but what we can’t see yet is the idea’. The subject and the object – the
dissolution of which had been pursued by Van der Leeuw and his consultants in the 1920s but was
now reversed – had again drifted apart and, hence, function follows form.
Today, again in the hands of an enlightened entrepreneur,67 the factories are heading for a new
future in the Information Age as the Van Nelle Design Factory. Similar to the brief as formulated by
Van der Leeuw in the 1920s, the redevelopment project seeks to bridge the gap between cultural
mission and economic ends. The rational layout of the buildings again provides flexible solutions for
75 to 100 small and medium-sized ‘digital’ enterprises involved in graphic design, new media,
communication, design, architecture, ict and education. Various consultancy teams68 have
developed a suitable environment for the 1500 to 2000 people who are expected to use the
buildings on a daily basis in the near future.
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The starting point has been that the new function will help to create a new identity for the existing
buildings. As soon as the buildings have discovered their renewed personality, they will again be
able to speak for themselves. The Van Nelle Design Factory must therefore not be regarded merely
as rentable space, but rather as a dynamic and continuously changing whole of activities with its
own character, so as to invite a dialogue between old and new. To this end a balance has been
defined between historic meanings, future functions and relatively sustainable solutions in terms of
energy consumption, daylight and so on.69
Within the perspective of the variable economic circumstances and socio-cultural developments of
our post-modern society, the Van Nelle will inspire architecture today to aim at designing scenarios
for the future – at the process of conceiving and using structures rather than the product of such a
process, in other words much software and little hardware. Again, this requires an enlightened
perspective on the part of the client, as architectural quality that can bear the test of time results
from unconventional attitudes and a close cooperation between architects and client, rather than a
premeditated understanding of style.
Asking the proper questions rather than eliciting absolute answers is, as it happens, essentially
‘modern’, as modernity is characterized by a continuous dialogue that dismantles the absolute.70
An essential inspiration that we can draw from the Van Nelle lies within the idea of ‘spiritual
economy’. In search of sustainable solutions, we may conclude that ‘rationality’, that is, the
universality of the initial design, is a viable principle for the future.
Globalization, commercialization and individualization in the 21st century pose enormous
challenges as well as dangers. Respecting human dignity, local characteristics and cultural values,
the ideals of the Modern Movement may prove to be of great use to arrive at sustainable solutions
for a better world for all. It is probably no coincidence that the Modern Movement’s dedication to
‘spiritual economy’ regarding the use of resources, materials and constructions – inspired by the
ethical principles of the Machine Age as well as the harsh economic circumstances of the era –
appears most relevant again in view of the current world poverty and impending ecological
disaster. It is in this sense that Technology must continue to inspire Change.
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